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Abstract 

Animation art professional teaching and studying in China is not early, but long before 
opening this section category has many excellent foreign animation works into the 
domestic, and bring their own animation works at the start of the cultural attribute of 
the extended to compare single display form, like a spider web of expanding, it spread 
as the web because it is not a single thread, but a wide area coverage of exponentially, 
and occur in spread at the same time also in unceasing evolution of the self, such as the 
evolution of the mode of transmission, method of simplified, using the form of 
diversification. From the beginning of children's animation into now gradually full-age 
animation theater version; From celluloid slides to software operations; From only used 
to watch the moving image to now interactive functional animation. It is important to 
note that in the decades of development both at home and abroad in the process of 
animation works, one of the elements in China are on the increase year by year, this kind 
of phenomenon have from the start, but evolution to now, the status quo of the Chinese 
elements are not is a slight discrepancy with culture of hundred qifang thought, it seems 
a bit "cultural self-confidence in disguise". Then put aside the temptation brought by the 
market dividend, simply relying on the strength of the truth, how much of China's huge 
market is based on China's local culture? Or were there moments of confusion along the 
way? The author will discuss it in this article. 
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1. The practical application of Chinese traditional modeling in modern 
times 

The different forms of expression of the characters in the ancient myths and folk heritage 
context in the present media images. There is no lack of stories in China. Where there are many 
stories, there will be heroes, warriors, demons and suffering. As a popular saying goes, "I have 
a story. Do you have wine?" It seems to be a joke, but it often sets intoxicating front lines for its 
own stories, and these intuitive feelings which are not related to the appearance are the roots 
of the character modeling in China's traditional stories. Love and hate for a character can make 
people's mind condense the general modeling impression of the role. If it is a hero, he is valiant; 
if he is a thief, he looks like a thief. And these are extracted and extended from oral and 
fragmentary memories and transcripts (such as the classic of mountains and seas). If it is more 
systematic, it will become a paragraph of text to describe and describe the fantastic ideas. In 
the future, comic strips have emerged to assist people who are illiterate or enthusiastic about 
reading pictures. Therefore, most of the strange characters are not created by painters They 
are not created at the beginning with the obvious characteristics of the present, but in the 
refining of time, constantly rely on the people's tools, technology and thinking of the current 
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era to iterate out different art forms for display, from the ancient thread bound text, storytelling 
comments, Beijing Opera and Kunqu opera to the present electronic reading, film and television 
entertainment, game interaction, etc., which has already happened Changes in overturning. In 
Chinese people's cognition, the degree of worship for gods, demons and ghosts may be higher 
than that of religious beliefs. Since ancient times, there has been a superstitious tradition that 
the ancestors' gods protected themselves or their families three feet above the top. However, 
this tradition is also hierarchical. For example, princes and nobles hold the final interpretation 
power of sacrificial rites and music, and ordinary people are not allowed to visit heaven at will, 
which is the highest courtesy for the son of heaven. However, the emperor and the common 
people are also human beings. No matter how ordinary civilians want to seek spiritual 
sustenance beyond their own abilities, they have no authority to involve too high levels, so they 
can only evolve into the phenomenon that the upper class worships the God, while the lower 
class worships ghosts and gods. After all, civilians are more than aristocrats, so novels, pictures 
and legends related to ghosts and gods are coming one after another. 

For example, the early "Shanhaijing" is a kind of secular geographical fantasy miscellany written 
between the late Warring States period and the early Han Dynasty. It records all kinds of rare 
animals. A large number of people think that it was made up by its author. However, I don't 
think the author of this record is so boring. In my opinion, the contents of myths, legends and 
all kinds of creatures may be true Some of them are actually seen by themselves, some are 
hearsay or folk collections. In any case, he probably wrote the classic of mountains and seas as 
a functional book of human geography. This is an easy logic to understand. If we show some 
modern scientific books and geographical magazines to an ancient man, he may see our books 
and their era in his eyes There is no difference in the writings of Shanhaijing. They are all 
incomprehensible books. For this kind of bibliography, recording is not the first priority, 
because at that time, it was impossible to truly express what you see or what you say. At that 
time, the recording materials were mainly bamboo slips and silk and silk. What the ancients 
said was that they would pile up a cart of bamboo cloth after writing. The limitations of the 
times are reflected in the materials. Due to the limited resources, the ancient people could only 
spare no effort in writing. Here is an example often used to prove the real existence of creatures 
in the classic of mountains and seas. In the book of mountains and seas, there is a kind of 
creature called spiral turtle, which is described in the original text as "it looks like a turtle and 
its head is like a bird's tail". It looks like a turtle, but it has a bird's head and a snake's tail, so we 
naturally follow the description to produce a very strange shape in our mind. But it may only 
refer to a turtle with a head like a bird's head and a tail like a snake's tail, such as a hawkbeaked 
turtle. The reason why this example can be established is that we have gone through thousands 
of years of history to prove this thing. From the subjective perspective, its authenticity is not so 
important. The key point is that the image of "spinning turtle" is mistaken for a foreign animal 
from the simple description of an ancient man through the thinking processing of different 
times, which adds the modeling element of "flying in the sky" to a simple text. And the 
establishment of this image is in the folk continuous spread of fullness, people began to pay 
more and more attention to its original appearance, and began to play with their shape 
evolution in art. 

In the game world, not only the classic of mountains and seas, but also the now popular Glory 
of Kings (hereinafter referred to as the ‘king’) is recreated for the ambiguous reason. As we all 
know, the hero characters and background design of "the king" are all originated from various 
ancient stories. The creators behind it apply Chinese myths and legends, princes' equal plots 
and characters in the mobile game, and then give them a new shape and world background. 
Although this does not respect historical facts, it has played a drainage effect, after all, such as 
Daji The popularity of traditional Chinese images such as Jingke and Pangu is definitely higher 
than that of unfamiliar names. The difference between "King" and "Shanhaijing" is that 
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"Shanhaijing" also refers to the modeling features evolved from different times, or the 
characteristics recorded for reference and design, but "King" abandons the original story 
background of the role, and even changes the gender and race to cater to the favor of game 
players. In addition, the "King" also uses 2.5D game technology in the form of expression. The 
characters and scenes are displayed in three-dimensional state. This cross generational 
evolution mode is more based on the current dominant technical means for change. Most of 
them are mixed with shallow modeling optimization and aesthetic characteristics in line with 
the current era background Under the number of worthy of consideration of the modeling 
concept, each hero has a lot of skin, which is more evidence of this point. Therefore, the use of 
traditional images in "the king" pays more attention to its popularity and flow, while the 
original context of the modeling has not been seen much here. Random fabrication and 
fabrication seem to have become a natural appearance. Of course, this change in form also 
condenses the factors of contemporary technology, player preferences, design ideas, etc., but 
the development of image media It seems that it is difficult for the exhibition to maintain a 
positive influence on the traditional image. CCTV once named the king, which in fact misled the 
youth. Under the influence of market economy, customers, as God, can control the fate of 
commodities. However, this subjective and slightly artistic feeling will become a shackle to 
hinder the development of traditional real art in the contemporary era. 

2. The choice between animation market and traditional culture 

Animation has become a commercial behavior due to the higher requirements on the 
experience demand of mass entertainment. The focus on the scale of animation market is the 
only profit-making nature in commerce. While traditional culture provides nourishment for it, 
it requires to maintain its original humanistic characteristics. Not all traditional cultures can 
pass the test of the market. Therefore, from the perspective of businessmen, the elements in 
each animated film borrow We must take the essence and discard it, otherwise it will not be 
able to convert its box office cash. To be sure, the market is not the only standard. It may also 
be the sieve of the vulgar culture. All the selected articles are common sayings, which can't 
reach the Grand Hall of the art world. Therefore, there is a historical contradiction between the 
animation market and the traditional culture in the world: in the pure commercial behavior and 
the humanistic feelings, is it inseparable or not. 

Here we need to make a horizontal comparison between two excellent domestic cartoons in 
recent years: one is the highly praised "Nezha · Devil boy coming into the world" , and the other 
is "white snake · origin". There are several important reasons why these two animated films 
are used. The first reason is that ‘Nezha · Devil boy is born’, which is adapted from the classic 
mythological stories of China's God worship system. Its role and background position are in 
accordance with the superstructures related to heaven, Dragon King and immortals. In contrast, 
white snake · origin is about the love and hatred between mortals and snake demons The 
setting of scenery and the selection of themes are more market-oriented, which is in line with 
the world outlook of ordinary people. From the perspective of time, the story of the White Snake 
originated in the Northern Song Dynasty. The story of Nezha making trouble in the sea 
originated from the religious mythological classics of the Yuan Dynasty, namely, the complete 
collection of the three religions for gods. Later, Nezha appeared in both journey to the West and 
the romance of Fengshen, It can be seen from here that both Nezha Devil boy and the origin of 
the White Snake are both traditional Chinese stories and images, which are once again molded 
and used in modern times. However, after subdividing their roles and plots, we can find that 
one of their service objects corresponds to the rebellious story centered on imperial power, and 
the other is the rebellious reason to fight against natural ethics for love Things. This comparison 
can see what kind of experience different classes of cultural attributes have for the same 
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audience. Secondly, both of them use high-level 3D technology to make films, which is different 
from the films and animations we have seen before. In fact, after removing the fresh coat, we 
can find that the modeling design and the image of Nezha have changed a lot, such as the 
movements of carrying a bag, the smoky makeup of foreign style and the image of Nezha before 
And his demonized settings. I have always been not averse to change the traditional image, 
which has gained more appreciation. However, it is difficult to accurately control between 
improvement and subversion. Therefore, it is still questionable whether such a huge change in 
the shape and character of a given character in the minds of Chinese people is beneficial. There 
is a feature in the design of the image of women in the film the origin of the White Snake, 
especially like a stick. The human figures transformed from the White Snake and the green 
snake in the play have a straight figure and a very simple and elegant make-up. This is very 
similar to the background of the Song Dynasty, just as the Song dynasty women popular 
shoulder, flat chest, willow waist, and fiber feet, the head to body ratio, shoulder width, and 
facial makeup of white snake and Xiaoqing try their best to restore the traditional framework, 
and this animation itself is a delicate representation of the traditional culture and modeling 
with three-dimensional means. In this regard, there is a great difference between Nezha and 
the white snake. The former pays attention to technological innovation and subverts Nezha's 
traditional image of justice. In order to explain the contemporary values, he does not hesitate 
to tamper with the characters set up thousands of years ago. This eye-catching change can 
indeed play a guiding role, but the idea of changing for the sake of change is very easy Leaving 
the traditional things aside, forgetting the fundamental and worshiping foreign countries can 
only lead to sensationalism. The latter also uses the current mainstream means to show the 
three-dimensional art form, but it puts the appearance in the second place, and mainly uses the 
modeling details to restore the most beautiful appearance in ancient times, including the real 
body of the white snake in the second half of "the origin of white snake". Its production team 
has made great efforts to make the snake look less demonized, and the final effect is indeed It's 
comfortable. 

3. How to treat the relationship between Chinese traditional culture IP 
and animation business market 

When it comes to art and commerce, one person who can't be ignored is Andy Warhol, an 
American pop artist. In the 1950s, he was keenly aware of the state of the American consumer 
society at that time. He used screen printing to copy commercial images such as Marilyn Monroe 
and jumbo can. He achieved great success and created the era of pop art. In the book "the 
philosophy of Warhol", it is said that "making money is an art, work is also an art, and the most 
profitable business is the best art." As early as 1992, art critic Lu Peng put forward the slogan 
"art goes to market". However, it is still a difficult problem for art to go to the market. It is a 
normal behavior for art to guide commerce rather than to say that art is influenced by 
commerce. 

Judging from the current scale of animation, films and games are the main part, and the 
surrounding industries, such as diffuse exhibition, are supplemented. A relatively mature 
business chain has begun to expand. From the return of the great sage, Nezha, white snake, Jiang 
Ziya and other films are relying on the orthodox Chinese Mythology system to form a "Avenger 
alliance" of the Chinese people, that is, the "seal" of China God's universe. ". This has already 
been a kind of self-confidence performance of its own culture and history. Looking back at the 
beginning of the 21st century, most of the cartoons on China's TV screens were imported from 
abroad. Both in technology and theory, they were blindly picking up the wisdom, leading China 
into a dilemma of not having its own animation art. The fundamental reason is that it did not 
develop its own cultural attributes In our own set of animation or game based art forms to guide 
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China's animation market, we can take technological innovation as the driving force of the times, 
and constantly serve our own art market. 

On the relationship between the commercial value of animation and the cultural value of 
animation, give an example of classic literature to illustrate. Journey to the west is one of the 
most representative Chinese classic IP. There is no doubt about its artistic achievements, but 
this is not the only factor that makes it a classic. One thing that can not be ignored is that journey 
to the west is inherently of high commercial value. Ancient booksellers wanted to publish it, 
and those who sang opera were willing to play it and adapt it. To modern film and television, 
animation, games and so on, we changed our way to explore journey to the West. The reason 
behind this series of actions is that the story of journey to the west is so popular and popular 
that it is easy to say that it is easy to sell. Today's film and television companies, game 
companies, in the face of an IP will have the same consideration. On the other hand, because of 
the existence of these commercial activities, the audience of journey to the West continues to 
expand, is interpreted in different forms, and has become the classic of that era. Such as the 
animated cartoon "havoc in heaven", the 86 version of "journey to the west" TV series, the film 
"a journey to the west", and even "Dragon Ball" and "journey to the west" such exotic works. 
Therefore, generally speaking, good art must have commercial value. Simply focusing on 
commercial interests in the art market is useless. Only taking art development as the driving 
force can we correctly fit the relationship between the two. 

4. Conclusion 

Whether it is Nezha and white snake in the film and television industry, or the king and the 
classic of mountains and seas in the game industry, they have absorbed the essence of Chinese 
classical culture and used the energy of this era to continue their development. For example, 
there are not a few examples above. It can be said that the evolution from the most simple oral 
image to the present film and television Or the role of animation in the game is an important 
feature of the development of animation market in China, which has a thousand years of 
civilization. There are the development of science and technology, the epitome of the 
background of the times, the extension of human cognition and other complex factors. It seems 
that all modern art modeling applications more or less carry the traditional gene molecules, the 
movement in China This is especially true of the market. However, some teams or individuals 
with more than one purpose do not put the responsibility of inheritance into their works. They 
only care about the immediate commercial interests and ignore the long-term cultural 
development. Their disadvantages are not the temporary loss of profits, but the long-term 
cultural loss and context disconnection, and even gradually make the audience lose interest in 
and confidence in the domestic cultural image and role modeling.  

First of all, we should make it clear that the success of movies or games does not depend on box 
office and flow. Otherwise, how many excellent films can't go to the Oscars, and how many 
exquisite domestic games can't pass the audit. Comparing these two films and two games 
together can well explain the problem of who should be the leader between the commercial 
behavior of the animation market and the humanistic atmosphere. Nezha is suffering Due to the 
influence of too many audience's values and aesthetics, its creators take the contrast brought 
by the image of evil children as the charm of Nezha when he was a child. As a result, aobing and 
Nezha have a personal friendship and a fetter of family hatred. These traces are too 
commercialized. We should not only let the audience see what they want to see, but also let 
them see that they should We should see, for example, the three princes of Nezha who are 
fearless in the face of danger and power, rather than the rebellious devil child Nezha. The role 
design and game operation in "the king" also pay too much attention to modern technical means 
and expression techniques. It is far from a classic domestic masterpiece to work on the game 
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and appearance. What it lacks is the right The minimum respect and responsibility in Chinese 
history. It is true that we are not the era of model operas. According to the new understanding 
of things in the historical process, we can also inherit and sustenance the Chinese traditional 
context, leaving the genetic genes of the contemporary humanistic atmosphere. For example, 
the historical stories of those years are now brilliant by means of games and animation, and it 
is because of the new media and market that these shapes and expressions can be combined 
The role is constantly active in the eyes of the next generation. Therefore, the continuation of 
Chinese animation in the traditional culture needs the support and promotion of the animation 
market. If the animation creation in the market is to be rooted in the traditional story or image, 
it must be derived from the real emotional experience, and can not be carried by the needs of 
some groups. Maybe this is the development path of Chinese traditional culture in today's 
animation market 
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